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Crack detection based on deep learning is an advanced technology, and many scholars have proposed many methods for the segmentation of pavement cracks. However, due to the difference of image specifications and crack characteristics, some existing methods are not effective in detecting cracks of containment. To quickly detect cracks and accurately extract crack quantitative information, this paper proposes a crack detection model, called MA_CrackNet, based on deep learning and a crack quantitative analysis algorithm. MA_CrackNet is an end-to-end model based on multiscale fusions that achieve pixel-level segmentation of cracks. Experimental results show that the proposed MA_CrackNet has excellent performance in the crack detection task of nuclear containment, achieving a precision, recall, F1, and mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) of 86.07%, 89.96%, 87.97%, and 89.19%, respectively, outperforming other advanced semantic segmentation models. The quantification algorithm automatically measures the four characteristic indicators of the crack, namely, the length of the crack, the area, the maximum width, and the mean width and obtains reliable results.

1. Introduction

Nuclear containment is the last barrier to prevent the radioactive material from spilling out of the reactor in the nuclear power plant. Regularly checking and maintaining nuclear containment is critical in ensuring the safe operation of nuclear power plants. As a manifestation of joint ageing damage of nuclear containment, crack is an essential index in inspecting nuclear containment appearance.

Early crack detection of nuclear containment mainly adopted the artificial visual detection method, which was time-consuming, high-risk, and low-efficiency. To improve the detection efficiency, digital image acquisition technology has been applied to the defect detection of structures, among which the more successful applications are the remote defect detection system Scanite developed by the French company SITES [1] and the containment external defect inspecting system (CEDIS) developed by Wuhan University. Although Scanite realizes remote acquisition, it still needs to manually collect images one by one, while CEDIS realizes route planning and automatic image acquisition. The CEDIS system is in use at several nuclear power plants. The remote acquisition of the images of the nuclear containment surface has been realized, but the automatic processing of the observation images has not been realized.

With the development of science and technology updates, digital image processing technology has been widely used in life and work. Compared with the manual labeling method, this method has the characteristics of good reproducibility, high precision, and high flexibility. Researchers put forward different algorithms according to different application scenarios, and the current plans are mainly divided into threshold segmentation algorithms [2, 3], edge detectors [4–6], and morphological algorithms [7]. Detection technology based on digital image processing has the advantages of fast detection speed and timely detection, gradually replacing the manual detection method. However, crack detection using traditional digital image processing methods is very dependent on the experience of algorithm designers, and the detection results are
significantly affected by noise caused by factors such as illumination, angle, and deformation, resulting in low detection accuracy and poor robustness [8].

In recent years, deep learning has developed rapidly in computer vision. Computer vision and deep learning technologies are increasingly being used to inspect, monitor, and evaluate infrastructure, including crack detection. Crack detection methods based on deep learning can be roughly divided into image classification, target detection, and semantic segmentation.

Image classification refers to the deep learning method that allows the computer to analyse and process the image and determine the image category from the given classification set. For example, Cha et al. [9] combined the CNN with sliding window technology to classify images with cracks and images without cracks, calibrate the cracks in the images, and detect road cracks. Leo Pauly and Luo [10] proposed a deeper network model and proved through experiments that a deeper network could improve the detection performance of pavement cracks. Yu et al. [11] proposed an improved Dempster–Shafer (D-S) algorithm to fuse the results of multiple CNN models, which overcome the noise interference and improve the crack detection accuracy and robustness of the model. Wu et al. [12] presented a crack detection technology based on GoogLeNet Inception V3 and used transfer learning to improve the performance of the networks for crack detection. The image classification method can more accurately determine whether a crack exists in the image but cannot precisely locate the crack position.

The difference between target detection and image classification is that the former detects and locates specific multiple targets from the image. Haciefendigil and Basaga [13] proposed a detection method for pavement perfusion cracks based on improved faster R-CNNs. Cha et al. [14] applied a network based on the faster R-CNN which can provide quasi real-time, autonomous vision-based structural damage detection, realizing the detection of five defects with an 89.7% mAP. Li et al. [15, 16] also applied YOLOv3 to crack detection on the dam surface and steel structure surface, achieving a good detection effect.

Segmentation is similar to image classification, except that the content of classification is each pixel instead of the whole image. Yang et al. [17] proposed an FCN to identify and segment cracks of different sizes through multiple types of cracks and conducted a simple quantitative analysis of cracks, but the FCN needs a lot of data for training. Recently, Liu et al. [18] applied U-Net to crack detection tasks for the first time and found that it can achieve higher accuracy using a smaller training set than the FCN. To improve the operation efficiency and reduce the interference, Chen et al. [19] proposed a two-step deep learning method composed of CNN classification and U-Net segmentation modules, which were used to automatically detect the facade cracks from the images captured by drones. Convolutional tends to ignore the relation between pixels when processing local neighborhood information and it is difficult to capture the long-range and global dependencies. Detection results can be influenced by highly complex scenes. To address this issue, researchers have integrated the attention mechanism into neural networks for defect detection, as seen in studies on generating training data and concrete crack segmentation [20–22].

Ji et al. [23] proposed an integrated approach to automatically detect and quantify cracks in asphalt pavement at the pixel level. Kang et al. [24] proposed an improved DTM algorithm to eliminate the centerline loss in the crack thinning process and calculate more accurate crack length. However, only the maximum distance from the edge to the center line in each row and column is compared to calculate the width of the crack, and the directional property of the crack is not fully considered. Zhao et al. proposed an intelligent solution combining YOLOv5 detection and Crack-FPN segmentation to improve detection efficiency and accuracy [25]. Compared with image classification and object detection, the semantic segmentation method classifies all the pixels in the image and achieves pixel-level segmentation of the target object. Cracks’ distribution, shape, and size are described effectively and accurately. Further extracting quantifiable information at the pixel level, such as crack length, maximum width, area, and ratio, is possible.

In summary, although some scholars have studied crack detection and segmentation technology based on deep learning, it has mainly been applied to road surfaces. The crack detection and segmentation on the nuclear containment surface have not been thoroughly discussed. Unlike roads, nuclear containment images are more difficult to collect, and the backgrounds are even more complex. Therefore, according to the crack characteristics of containment, this paper proposes a deep learning-based method for containment crack detection.

This work will focus on nuclear containment crack segmentation using deep convolutional neural networks. Deep learning methods require data for training. We obtained the image of the nuclear containment through our self-developed remote appearance acquisition system. We manually annotated it to create a dataset for nuclear containment crack segmentation. To more efficiently and accurately segment nuclear containment cracks, this paper proposes a novel U-shaped encoder and decoder neural network. A novel multiscale feature fusion module is proposed to obtain information at different scales. ASPP module and attention mechanism are introduced to improve the detection effect of microcracks. The mixed loss function of the binary cross-entropy (BCE) and Dice coefficient loss function is used to effectively alleviate the effect of class imbalance of datasets’ class imbalance.

The content of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the construction of the nuclear containment crack dataset. Section 3 presents the architecture of the network model proposed in this paper, MA_CrackNet, and describes the postprocessing and crack quantification processes. Section 3 introduces the training process of MA_CrackNet including training implementation details, loss function, and performance evaluation index. Section 4 introduces the experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper and puts forward the direction of the future work.
2. Nuclear Containment Crack Dataset

2.1. Image Acquisition. The external image of the nuclear containment was collected by the remote data acquisition system independently developed by the laboratory of Wuhan University. Figure 1 displays the acquisition equipment and software interface. A control network was laid on the ground near the nuclear containment, and the shooting scheme was planned according to the terrain. The acquisition device composed of a self-developed SLR camera and pin-top equipment can quickly and automatically collect high-resolution images of the appearance at a long distance, guaranteeing the coverage of most of the surface area of the nuclear containment.

2.2. Image Mosaic and Crack Labeling. After obtaining the original acquisition image, according to the coordinates of the collection point and the internal and external orientation elements, the tilted image is corrected, splinted, resampled, and clipped using the photogrammetry principle to obtain the forward photographic image with uniform size and resolution, forming the panoramic image of the outer appearance of the nuclear containment. Image correction is a differential correction of the acquired oblique image to obtain the orthographic image of the nuclear containment; the process is shown in Figure 2. The size of the image after resampling is 4593 × 3675, and the actual size of the corresponding range of each image is 750 mm × 600 mm. Figure 3 shows a panoramic view of part of the containment appearance.

In this experiment, image data of multiple nuclear containments from different periods were used, and the images containing cracks were selected. Sliding window technology was then used to obtain the images of the required specifications for network model training from the resampling images with a window size of 512 × 512, and 450 images with cracks were selected for annotation. The annotation tool was used to highlight all the cracks in the image in green. Then, the threshold method based on colour is applied to Figure 4(c) to generate binary images, as shown in Figure 4(d), where the pixel value of the crack area was 255 and the pixel value of the background area was assigned to 0.

2.3. Data Augmentation. Owing to the small number of cracks on the containment surface, only 450 original images and 450 corresponding mask images were obtained after these operations. A total of 50 images were randomly picked as the testing set to assess the model’s robustness. The rest were used as training images. To overcome the problem of insufficient labeled data, data augmentation was applied, which can effectively avoid overfitting and meanwhile increase the generalization capability and robustness of the model [26]. The following augmentations were applied in our approach: (1) flipping the image horizontally and vertically, (2) rotation of 90°, 180°, and 270° and random rotation in the range (−60° and 60°), (3) scaling images by the ratios of 0.8 and 1.2, and (4) colour transformations: by changing the brightness, contrast, and saturation of the image, the scene with different illumination is simulated. After augmentation, the number of training images increased from 400 to 7000. These images were further divided into a training set (6,300 images) and a validation set (700 images), used to fit the model parameters, adjust the hyperparameters of the model, and make a preliminary assessment of the model’s crack identification ability.

2.4. Nuclear Containment Crack Characteristics. Some of the cracks in the image are very small, only one or two pixels wide. Owing to the high level of safety, the concrete grade of the nuclear containment is different from that of ordinary concrete structures. Some differences arise in the behaviour of crack forms. The statistical characteristics of nearly 4,000 images collected from a containment indicate that these submillimetre cracks appear to be much smaller than cracks in sidewalks or other concrete structures [27]. In addition, the cracks are mainly long and narrow vertical cracks. Even on the same crack, the crack width varies greatly. Table 1 shows information on containment crack dataset and three other crack datasets (CFD, DeepCrack, and Crack500). The crack pixel ratio is defined as the ratio of crack pixels to total pixels in the image. It can be seen that compared with other datasets, the issue of class imbalance is more serious in the nuclear containment crack dataset. In addition, we also produce statistics on the width of crack for each dataset. In Figure 5, the pixel width of the cracks in the image is finer than that of other datasets.

3. Methods

The primary process of nuclear containment crack segmentation is shown in Figure 6, including four main steps. (1) High-resolution images of the appearance are collected using the automatic acquisition equipment for the appearance of the nuclear containment. The collected images are then corrected and stitched. Then, the photos with cracks are cropped from the figure and manually annotated to obtain the nuclear containment crack segmentation dataset. (2) A deep learning model is proposed to segment the nuclear containment cracks. (3) The predicted image is postprocessed to connect the fractured cracks in the image. A noise removal method that removes noise independently from the prediction graph is built. (4) Finally, the skeletonisation method is used to analyse the length of the crack and the maximum width and area of the crack.

3.1. Deep Learning-Based Crack Segmentation. Although the U-Net model has good performance in the segmentation task of medical images, it will continuously reduce the image size during the downsampling calculation process. The cracks on the nuclear containment have complex shapes and different sizes, resulting in the crack segmentation task. U-Net’s detection effect on small-scale cracks is poor. To solve
this problem, the paper proposes a novel U-shaped encoder and decoder neural network that more efficiently and accurately distinguishes between cracked and noncracked pixels, providing a more accurate basis for subsequent quantitative assessment of the damage.

Compared with the classic U-Net, the proposed network is distinct in three aspects. First, to eliminate the influence of class imbalanced, the attention module is introduced. Second, an ASPP module is added to the tail of the encoder. Finally, to make full use of different levels of semantic and geometric information, we construct a multiscale fusion structure.

The structure of the improved network is shown in Figure 7, which is divided into two parts: encoder and decoder. The encoder mainly comprises the convolution module, pooling layer, and ASPP module. The structure of the convolution module is shown in Figure 8. Specifically, the convolution module mainly comprises the convolution layer, batch normalisation operation, activation function, and DropBlock. Given that cracks account for a small proportion of the image, the convolutions are all $3 \times 3$ convolutions (Conv) with stride 1. The activation layer uses the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function, which is used to improve the nonlinear expression ability of the model. A batch normalisation (BN) layer is added after the convolution, and a DropBlock is added at the end of the convolution module to prevent overfitting. A max-pooling layer is added between convolution modules to operate on the feature maps for dimensionality reduction. The ASPP module is added at the end of the coding part, and the hole rates used in the hole convolution are 6, 12, and 18. ASPP obtains three different receptive fields through parallel atrous convolution, which is beneficial to segment objects of different scales.
The decoder needs to reduce the high-dimensional feature map obtained by the encoder to the same size as the input image. It mainly consists of an upsampling module and an attention module. The upsampling module contains an upsampling operation and the same convolution module as the encoding process. The upsampling operation can effectively expand the size of the high-dimensional feature maps. The attention mechanism, incorporating contextual information, highlights regions that require significant attention while suppressing the activation of features on irrelevant regions to improve model sensitivity and accuracy.

At the end of the decoder part, the feature maps of each decoder layer are fused by making full use of the richer spatial features of the low-level feature maps. At the end of the network, $1 \times 1$ convolution and sigmoid function are utilised to map the 64-channel features to two classes (“crack” and “noncrack”) pixel-level segmentation maps.

3.1.1. Convolutional and Pooling Layers. The convolutional layer is the basic structure of the convolutional neural network, which processes the input information through

**Table 1: Information of different datasets.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Scenes</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Crack pixel ratio (%)</th>
<th>Crack width (pixel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFD Pavements</td>
<td>Pavements</td>
<td>480 × 320</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCrack Pavements</td>
<td>Pavements and buildings</td>
<td>544 × 384</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>19.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crack500 Road</td>
<td>Road</td>
<td>2560 × 1440</td>
<td><strong>3.03</strong></td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear containment</td>
<td>Nuclear containment</td>
<td>512 × 512</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold values indicate the extreme values.

**Figure 3:** Partial panoramic view of nuclear containment appearance.

**Figure 4:** Dataset annotation.

**Figure 5:** Example images of different crack datasets: (a) CFD, (b) DeepCrack, (c) Crack500, and (d) nuclear containment.
convolution to complete the feature extraction. It has two feature attributes, namely, local connection and weight sharing, which can effectively reduce the amount of data, speed up the training, and reduce the overfitting phenomenon in the training process [28].

3.1.2. DropBlock. DropBlock is a regularisation method to alleviate overfitting. From Figure 9, we can intuitively see that unlike dropout, which randomly deletes the information of some points, DropBlock deletes the entire local

The features of the image can be extracted by convolution calculation, but a large number of parameters will be generated in this process, and the problem of overfitting is easily caused. Therefore, a pooling layer is generally added between the convolutional layers, and the features obtained by the convolution calculation are calculated. The data matrix of the graph is compressed to reduce the parameters passed, reduce the calculation amount of the model, and ensure the translation invariance of the model [29].
area. Given that the convolutional layer is generally connected to the pooling layer and the activation layer, it is not sensitive to the random discarding of dropout. DropBlock deletes the local area as a whole, which can effectively solve the problem of semantic information redundancy and, to a certain extent, make the model more accurate. Hyperparameter selection is more robust [30].

3.1.3. Attention Gate (AG) Module. Owing to the small proportion of cracks in the image, part of the crack features may be lost after multilayer coding. At the same time, the complex background is easy to cause interference. The attention mechanism is introduced to connect the encoder layer and decoder layer, combine the context information, suppress the influence of background, and strengthen the learning of crack features. The role of the AG module is to inhibit the learning of irrelevant features while strengthening the learning of task-related features during training. Its structure is shown in Figure 10, where $\sigma_1$ represents Relu, $\sigma_2$ represents Sigmoid, $g$ represents the output of decoder, $x^l$ represents the output of encoder, Conv represents convolutional operations, BN represents batch normalisation layer, and $\bar{x}^l$ represents output [31].

3.1.4. ASPP Module. Containment cracks are small and difficult to identify. The ASPP module is introduced to improve the identification effect of the model on small targets [32]. Its structure is shown in Figure 11. ASPP consists of (a) one $1 \times 1$ convolution, three $3 \times 3$ dilated convolutions with rates $(6, 12, and 18)$, and one image pooling. Image pooling consists of one pooling layer, one $1 \times 1$ convolution, and one unsample layer. The results of the four convolutions are concatenated with the results of the image pooling and provided to another $1 \times 1$ convolution. The ASPP module is added at the end of the encoder, which can optimize the extraction of local and global information and enhance the ability of the image to obtain contextual information and multiscale information without increasing the number of parameters [33].

3.1.5. Multiscale Feature Fusion. Accurate extraction of features for multiscale cracks is difficult due to the variety of lengths and widths of containment cracks. In this paper, this challenge is effectively dealt with by multiscale feature fusion. Both U-Net and FPN use a U-shaped feature fusion method with the structure shown in Figure 12(a), but as the high-level features are fused with the shallow features, their rich semantic information is also dilated layer by layer. Therefore, this paper constructs a multiscale fusion structure as shown in Figure 12(b). Not only the features of the deep layer are fused with the features of the shallow layer but also the features of the bottom three layers are directly introduced into the final feature of the shallowest layer for fusion. The semantic and geometric information of the different layers are fully utilised.

3.2. Postprocessing. When using MA_CrackNet to obtain the crack segmentation image, some holes and noise are inevitable. Therefore, the predicted crack image needs to be processed before quantitative analysis.

3.2.1. Hole Filling and Broken Connections. In this paper, the closing operation is used to eliminate the holes in the graph. The operation of dilating and then corroding the image is called the closing operation. The dilation operation can fill small holes and fill up the depressions around the image, and the erosion operation can eliminate the noise in the image. The two seem to be opposite, but they are not mutually inverse operations, and changing the order of operations will have different effects. The result of performing the dilation operation first and then the erosion operation is to connect the non-connected bright regions in the graph and keep their size basically unchanged.

3.2.2. Noise Cancellation. We use morphological features and the area of connected regions to remove some small areas of isolated noise. By calculating the area $A_i$ of each isolated connected area and then comparing it with the set threshold $L$, if it is less than the set threshold, it will be judged as noise and removed from the graph, where the threshold $L$ is defined as 20.

3.3. Quantitative Analysis

3.3.1. Skeleton Extraction. Skeleton extraction is a thinning operation on the image, reducing each connected region in the binary image to a single-pixel wide skeleton. After the skeleton extraction is completed, the redundant information in the image can be effectively reduced, the cracks can be described more concisely, and the extracted skeleton information can be used to analyse the cracks in the image quantitatively. Many algorithms have been introduced to obtain the skeleton image from a binary segmented image, such as Zhang and Suen [34], medial axis [35], and K3M [36]. Figure 13 shows the result of different skeleton extraction algorithms. The medial axis algorithm will have more short branches, and the results of the K3M and Zhang–Suen algorithms have fewer short branches. The K3M algorithm is faster and more suitable for the skeletonisation of nuclear containment cracks.

3.3.2. Burr Removal. When extracting the skeleton of the crack on the binary image, some branches will appear on the skeleton, and the length of the branch is much smaller than the overall length of the skeleton. These branches exist because of the uneven width of the cracks or the presence of noise, also known as burrs. In this paper, the method based on the direction chain code is used to eliminate the burr. First, the breakpoints and nodes in the search graph are traversed, and the marks are saved. Then, scanning the branch of the image from the node is continued and a step size threshold is set. If the step size exceeds the threshold value, it will stop. Otherwise, if the other end of the node is
obtained within the threshold value and the other segment is the endpoint, it is judged as a burr and vice versa. Scanning the remaining branches of the node is continued. Then, the burr is removed. If the deletion of the node does not affect the connectivity, they are deleted together. Finally, the branches existing on all endpoints are scanned to remove the image glitch.

3.3.3. Crack Area Calculation. For the calculation of the crack area of the nuclear containment vessel, the method is to obtain the number of pixels representing the crack in the crack segmentation image and then the actual area of a single pixel. Finally, the two numbers are multiplied to obtain the area linear crack $S$, and the solution formula is shown in the following equation:

$$S = \text{actual area of a single pixel} \times \text{number of pixels representing the crack}.$$
3.3.4. Crack Length Calculation. Before calculating the crack length, refining the cracker and changing its width to a single-pixel width are necessary. However, the shape of the crack remains unchanged, and the remaining pixels can represent the whole pixel of the crack length. The crack length calculation is based on the crack image obtained by refinement, and the statistical graph represents the pixel points of the crack. Assuming that the total number is \( M \), the actual length \( L \) of the crack is

\[
L = M \times \mu,
\]

where \( \mu \) refers to the actual length corresponding to a single pixel.

3.3.5. Calculation of Maximum Crack Width. As shown in Figure 14, first, the left and right boundaries of the crack are obtained, the skeleton points \((x_{mi}, y_{mi})\) obtained by the
abovementioned method are traversed, and the eight-direction chain code is used to obtain the front and rear skeleton points for each skeleton pixel point that is not the endpoint and fits the quadratic function with three points. The function derivation calculation can obtain the normal direction corresponding to the skeleton point, that is, the crack width direction of the point. Then, the point \((x_{li}, y_{li})\) closest to the normal in the left boundary and the point \((x_{ri}, y_{ri})\) closest to the normal in the right boundary are found. The distance between the two points are identified, which is the crack width corresponding to the position of the skeleton point. The formula for calculating the crack width is shown in the following equation:

\[
\text{Width} = \sqrt{(x_{li} - x_{ri})^2 + (y_{li} - y_{ri})^2} \cdot \mu. \tag{3}
\]

3.3.6. Calculation of Mean Crack Width. Because the edges of some cracks peel off, it is difficult to measure the true width of cracks from the appearance image, which also leads to the measured maximum crack width being larger than that in practice. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the average width of cracks to further evaluate the cracks accurately. The formula for calculating the mean width is shown in the following equation:

\[
\text{Mean Width} = \frac{S}{L} \cdot \mu, \tag{4}
\]

where \(S\) refers to the area, \(L\) refers to the length, and \(\mu\) refers to the actual length corresponding to a single pixel.

4. Experimental Results

Our experiment was carried out on three NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs in the Supercomputing Center of Wuhan University. All models are implemented in the open-source deep learning platform PyTorch. We train the proposed model using the Adam optimizer with exponential decay rate parameters set to \(\beta_1 = 0.9\) and \(\beta_2 = 0.999\) [37]. This method has the advantages of high computational efficiency, low memory requirements, stable parameter update unaffected by gradient expansion and transformation, and faster convergence. The initial learning rate is set to 10–4, and the polynomial StepLR is used as the learning rate scheduler. After every 20 epochs, the learning rate is reduced by a factor of 0.5. A reduction in the learning rate will prevent overfitting during training. The batch is set to 6 to train the model, and the input image size for training is 512 × 512.

4.1. Loss Function. The loss function is one of the most essential functions in deep learning and is used to calculate the difference between the predicted value and the actual value. The network model adjusts the model parameters through a loss function to minimize the difference. The BCE loss function is commonly used as a cost function in binary classification tasks. The BCE loss function is defined in the following equation:

\[
L_{\text{BCE}} = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \log(\hat{y}_i) + (1 - y_i) \log(1 - \hat{y}_i). \tag{5}
\]

where \(y_i\) is the ground truth of pixel \(i\) and \(\hat{y}_i\) is the predicted probability for the corresponding pixel.

However, in the crack segmentation task, the proportion of cracks and noncracks in the detected image is highly unbalanced. The pixel ratio of cracks and noncracks in the dataset used in this paper is shown in Table 1. The number of noncrack pixels is much higher than that of cracks. Such imbalance in the number of pixels can cause poor performance of neural network models [38]. In medical image segmentation, the Dice coefficient (Dice) loss function used to solve the class imbalance problem also achieves good results in the crack segmentation task [39].

The calculation of Dice coefficient loss is as follows:

\[
L_{\text{Dice}} = 1 - \frac{2|X \cap Y|}{|X| + |Y|}. \tag{6}
\]

However, when using Dice coefficient loss, the gradient may change drastically, resulting in unstable training. Therefore, the loss function of the network in this paper adopts a combination of BCE and Dice coefficient loss. It can not only effectively alleviate the effect of the imbalance of the dataset class but also ensure the normal change of the gradient. The loss function is calculated as follows:

\[
L_{\text{Mix}} = 0.5 L_{\text{BCE}} + 0.5 L_{\text{Dice loss}}. \tag{7}
\]

4.2. Evaluation Metrics. To accurately evaluate the performance of the model, precision, recall, F1 score, and mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) are applied as evaluation...
parameters in this article. The definitions are shown in equations (8)–(11). Precision describes how many of the predicted crack points are actual crack points; that is, how many predicted crack points are accurate in the binary case. Recall explains how many actual crack points are predicted. F1 is a comprehensive indicator that combines precision and recall. Our detection tasks include two categories: crack and background. mIoU is the ratio of the intersection and union of the two sets of ground truth and predicted. The evaluation metrics are defined as follows:

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}, \tag{8}
\]

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}, \tag{9}
\]

\[
F1 = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \tag{10}
\]

\[
mIoU = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{TP}{TP + FN + FP} + \frac{TN}{TN + FN + FP} \right), \tag{11}
\]

where the value of the pixel point belonging to the crack is marked as 1 and the value of the pixel point belonging to the background is marked as 0. TP (true positive): crack pixels are correctly predicted as cracks; FN (false negative): background pixels are incorrectly predicted as cracks; FP (false positive): background pixels are correctly predicted as background; TN (true negative): crack pixels are mis-predicted as background.

4.3. Crack Segmentation

4.3.1. Ablation Experiment. First, we design an ablation experiment to evaluate the performance of different loss functions. In addition to BCE and Dice coefficient loss, focal loss and fusion loss functions are also used to train MA_CrackNet. Then, it was tested on the test set, and the results are shown in Table 2.

The table shows that using the BCE loss function can obtain the highest precision, but the recall is the lowest at 86.64%. This means that although the accuracy of the model is higher on the test set, a large amount of background pixels may overwhelm the model, leading to overly conservative prediction results. It detects fewer real cracks. Compared with BCE, using Dice coefficient loss and focal loss to deal with the problem of class imbalance, recall is increased by 5.26% and 7.44%, respectively. However, the precision indicators have decreased, especially focal loss, whose precision decreased by 7.35%. Precision and recall are often in conflict with each other, and a trade-off between recall and precision is needed to select the best model by comprehensive evaluation metrics F1 and mIoU. Compared with BCE, the comprehensive index of Dice coefficient loss has a small improvement: F1 (+0.99%) and mIoU (+0.78%). The focal loss reduces the accuracy too much, resulting in a decrease in comprehensive indicators: F1 (−0.53%) and mIoU (−0.42%). The fusion loss function achieves the best results on the test set, which effectively solve the effect of the imbalance problem of the datasets, and the comprehensive indicators are significantly improved: F1 (+1.65%) and mIoU (+1.31%).

Secondly, to verify the effectiveness of each module in the proposed MA_CrackNet, ablation experiments were carried out on the Nuclear containment dataset. Based on MA_CrackNet, different network configurations are constructed for the ablation experiments and the effectiveness of the proposed ASPP module, attention module, and multi_scale fusion algorithm are analysed, respectively. Four evaluation metrics, including precision, recall, F1, and mIoU, are used to assess the performance of each module.

As shown in Table 3, the performance of the model degrades regardless of which module is removed. The multi_scale fusion algorithm has the greatest impact on the performance of the model. This is because the fact that combining features from different layers gives more semantic and geometric information. In addition, the attention module improves the model’s learning of crack features, which helps detect cracks where there is a class imbalance problem and has the greatest impact on the precision. On the other hand, after removing the ASPP module, the metrics (F1 and mIoU) decreased by 1.39% and 1.1%, respectively.

In summary, the results of the proposed MA_CrackNet ablation experiment in Nuclear containment dataset prove the effectiveness of each module proposed in this paper, and the best experimental results can be obtained by merging the three modules together.

Figure 15 shows the prediction results of the model trained by the fusion loss function to obtain a more intuitive understanding of the performance of the model.

The first row shows a cropped image containing cracks. The second row represents the manually labeled corresponding ground truth masks. The segmentation results of our proposed model are listed in the third row. Overall, the proposed model accurately locates the fractures. Although some images have small noise and cracks, we can effectively solve these problems through postprocessing operations.

4.3.2. Comparative Experiments and Discussion. To further examine the performance of MA_CrackNet, we also conduct a comparative study with six other crack detection methods: CrackU-Net [40], DeepCrack [41], Attention U-Net [31], U-Net [42], Segnet [43], and DeepLabV3+ [44]. To ensure valid comparisons, these networks were trained and tested on the same training, validation and testing dataset. The performance of these methods is then compared based on the prediction results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss function</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
<th>mIoU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCE</td>
<td>86.64</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>86.32</td>
<td>87.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice coefficient</td>
<td>83.68</td>
<td>91.26</td>
<td>87.31</td>
<td>88.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal loss</td>
<td>79.29</td>
<td>93.44</td>
<td>85.79</td>
<td>87.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>89.96</td>
<td>87.97</td>
<td>89.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold values indicate the best values.
To quantitatively compare the detection performance of this algorithm with various other algorithms, Table 4 presents the quantitative results of various evaluation indicators such as precision, recall, F1 score, and mIoU. The results show that the proposed network structure is superior to the other six network models in precision, recall, F1, and mIoU. Compared with other networks, the comprehensive index F1 has increased by 25.55%, 5.66%, 5.65%, 4.69%, 3.87%, 14.55%, and 7.78%. mIoU has increased by 16.76%, 4.33%, 4.32%, 3.26%, 3.0%, 9.03%, and 3.45%. Compared with other networks, the proposed network structure shows obvious advantages in the evaluation metrics of the test set. In this paper, we use a model with more layers than the other models to better extract cracks. Although this has led to an increase in parameters and detection time, the detection speed is still good, and there has been a significant improvement in detection performance. Besides, as an offline containment surface defect detection method, the MA_CrackNet with outstanding detection accuracy is promising and competent.

To show the comparison results of the models more intuitively, this paper presents the comparison of the prediction results between our method and other methods, as shown in Figure 16.

Table 3: Evaluation metrics of different modules on the test set of nuclear containment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
<th>mIoU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA_CrackNet without_ASPP</td>
<td>85.84</td>
<td>87.34</td>
<td>86.59</td>
<td>88.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA_CrackNet without_attention</td>
<td>83.64</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>86.19</td>
<td>87.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA_CrackNet without_multi_scale</td>
<td>84.44</td>
<td>86.07</td>
<td>85.24</td>
<td>87.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA_CrackNet</td>
<td><strong>86.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.96</strong></td>
<td><strong>87.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.19</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold values indicate the best values.

Table 4: Evaluation metrics of different networks on the test set of nuclear containment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
<th>mIoU (%)</th>
<th>Parameters (million)</th>
<th>Prediction time (s/image)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deeplabv3+</td>
<td>79.35</td>
<td>85.51</td>
<td>82.31</td>
<td>72.43</td>
<td>59.30</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segnet</td>
<td>83.06</td>
<td>81.60</td>
<td>82.33</td>
<td>84.86</td>
<td>29.40</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Net</td>
<td>83.89</td>
<td>82.68</td>
<td>83.28</td>
<td>84.87</td>
<td>34.53</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention U-Net</td>
<td>85.49</td>
<td>82.77</td>
<td>84.14</td>
<td>85.57</td>
<td>34.90</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCrack</td>
<td>71.52</td>
<td>79.96</td>
<td>75.50</td>
<td>80.16</td>
<td>14.71</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrackU-net</td>
<td>78.29</td>
<td>89.48</td>
<td>83.51</td>
<td>85.73</td>
<td>62.44</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA_CrackNet</td>
<td><strong>86.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.96</strong></td>
<td><strong>87.97</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.19</strong></td>
<td>71.10</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold values indicate the best values.
In Figures 16(a), 16(b), and 16(e), the cracks detected by the proposed network are more continuous and complete compared with other networks. In Figures 16(c) and 16(d),
our proposed model has a strong anti-interference ability, and the rest of the network models more or less wrongly segment paint traces and scratches into the crack. For more complex cracks, such as in images in Figure 16(f), our proposed network and Attention U-Net can segment the cracks more completely, but U_Net is more sensitive to noise, resulting in poor segmentation accuracy. Our proposed network has better anti-interference and better performance in detecting small cracks. Therefore, the network proposed in this paper performs better than other models in the test set results in terms of anti-interference and segmentation of fine cracks. At the same time, it can be seen that the two models CrackU-Net and DeepCrack for pavement cracks achieve general results, especially as can be seen from the results of DeepCrack in Figure 16, which has poor continuity of the cracks obtained by segmenting the cracks, with many breaks in between.

### 4.3.3. Model Generalization Test

To further verify the performance and generalization of MA_CrackUnet, we conducted training and testing on DeepCrack dataset, which is also a concrete material. DeepCrack dataset is a new benchmark dataset widely used to evaluate the performance of crack detection algorithms. We resized each image and converted it to $384 \times 384$ pixels and then performed data enhancement. We divided the data with 3000 images as the training set and 374 images as the test set. We compare the results of MA_CrackUnet with those of existing models. As can be seen in Table 5, MA_CrackUnet can also maintain good performance for cracks of concrete pavement and buildings in DeepCrack dataset, and the recall and F1 indexes are better than those of other models. At the same time, compared with the dataset of the containment crack, the pixel width displayed on the image of the crack in DeepCrack dataset is wider, so MA_CrackUnet achieves better effect, and the four indexes of precision, recall, F1, and mIoU are all improved.

### 4.4. Crack Measurement

To check the crack measurement performance, the prediction results of the proposed network in the test set were selected for testing. A total of 50 images were used. The predicted image is then subjected to mid-axis skeletonisation. Finally, crack information such as length, width, and area are calculated based on the generated skeleton.

Before measuring the length, width, and area of the crack, we need to process the predicted image to remove the holes and noise of the crack in the image. The effect is shown in Figure 17.

The relationships between the predicted value and the actual value of the four characteristics of the crack (length, area, maximum width, and mean width) are shown in Figure 18. Figures 18(a) and 18(b) show that the point distribution of length and area is relatively concentrated, the slope of the fitting line of length is 0.91, and the $R^2$ is 0.8265. The slope of the fitting line of the area is 0.87, and $R^2$ is 0.8047. In the prediction results of the maximum crack width in Figure 18(c) and the average crack width in Figure 15(d), the point distribution is scattered. The slope of the fitting line of maximum width is 0.99, and $R^2$ is 0.72. The slope of the fitting line of mean width is 0.76, and $R^2$ is 0.62. As can be observed from Figure 19, after removing outliers in the figure, the relative error distribution range and relative error average value of crack length are $-14.09\%$ to $1.38\%$ and $-3.52\%$, respectively. For the maximum crack width, the relative error distribution range and average relative error are $-19.04\%$ to $21.62\%$ and $0.60\%$, respectively. The relative error distribution range and relative error average of the crack area are $-13.86\%$ to $20.89\%$ and $4.6\%$, respectively. The relative error distribution range and relative error average value of crack mean_width are $-11.94\%$ to $55.65\%$ and $24.0\%$, respectively. Most of the crack lengths measured by our proposed method are smaller than the true value. This is because the fine cracks at the crack tip and the cracks with severe boundary interference are not sufficiently segmented, and cracks are easily mistakenly identified as the background. Part of the reason for the relatively large relative error of the prediction results of the maximum crack width is that the surface cracks of the nuclear containment are very thin. The maximum crack width is only about 9 pixels in the figure, and the average crack

![Figure 17: False positives and postprocessing in output image.](image)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Precision (%)</th>
<th>Recall (%)</th>
<th>F1 (%)</th>
<th>mIoU (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U-Net</td>
<td>90.94</td>
<td>73.77</td>
<td>81.47</td>
<td>83.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention U-Net</td>
<td>91.17</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>81.14</td>
<td>83.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCrack</td>
<td>86.10</td>
<td>86.90</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrackU-net</td>
<td><strong>93.57</strong></td>
<td>80.54</td>
<td>86.57</td>
<td>87.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDFFNet [45]</td>
<td>90.30</td>
<td>84.30</td>
<td>82.33</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMA-Net [46]</td>
<td>86.90</td>
<td>87.10</td>
<td>87.00</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACNet [47]</td>
<td>89.20</td>
<td>84.70</td>
<td>86.80</td>
<td>87.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA_CrackNet</td>
<td>90.12</td>
<td><strong>89.33</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.73</strong></td>
<td><strong>90.17</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5**: Evaluation metrics of different networks on the test set of DeepCrack.

Bold values indicate the best values.
Figure 18: Comparison of crack measurement indicators: (a) crack length, (b) crack area, (c) crack max_width, and (d) crack mean_width.

Figure 19: Box-plot of the relative error rates for crack measurement indicators.
width is about 2 pixels. Misjudging one pixel will cause a large fluctuation in the relative error, so the relative error range of maximum crack width and average crack width is large. As shown in Figure 20, the maximum absolute values of the absolute errors of the measurement results of the maximum width and the average width are 1 and 0.73, respectively. Compared with the results of some existing crack quantification methods, the results of the quantitative calculation of the cracks of the containment in this paper are better. For example, the FPT algorithm used by Ji et al. to quantify the relative error range of asphalt pavement results are length: $-25.93\%$ to $14.11\%$, area: $7.13\%$ to $152.59\%$, max_width: $30.66\%$ to $152.59\%$, and mean_width: $19.13\%$ to $156.03\%$ [23], and the relative errors of the calculated results of Chen and He are length: $-29.63\%$ to $36.67\%$, area: $-35.90\%$ to $42.72\%$, and max_width: $-31.75\%$ to $28.57\%$) [48].

After obtaining the pixel size of the crack feature, further converting the geometric size represented in pixels into real size is needed to accurately evaluate the crack. The imaging principle of the camera is shown in Figure 21.

The formula for calculating the relationship between the focal length and the photographic distance is as follows:

$$\frac{f}{d} = \frac{h}{W},$$

(12)

where $f$ is the focal length of the lens, $W$ is the object width of the shooting range, $d$ is the shooting distance, and $h$ is the width of the photosensitive element. The object size represented by a single pixel is calculated as follows:

$$x = \frac{W}{w},$$

(13)

where $w$ is the image width. The image width of the camera used for photo shooting is 6,000 pixels and the width of the photosensitive element is 23.5 mm. The camera is equipped with a Nikkor 600 mm lens and a 2x teleconverter. The focal length $f$ is 1200 mm, and the camera stand is located at a distance of $d = 50$ m from the surface of the nuclear containment. The image resolution is calculated to be 0.163 mm/pixel.
The quantification results of the segmented cracks in the nuclear containment appearance image are shown in Figure 22. Given that the resolution of the captured photo is sufficiently large, the actual size represented by the unit pixel is small, so after conversion to the actual size, the measurement results of the length and maximum width of the crack are very close to the actual value. Although the fine cracks at the edge of the image are prone to segmentation failure due to the influence of noise, these errors are all within an acceptable range. Overall, the proposed crack measurement method is valid and accurate.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a deep learning-based crack segmentation network for nuclear containment, called MA_CrackNet, is proposed. Using images obtained by a self-developed remote acquisition system, a dataset of nuclear containment cracks is constructed. Our dataset consists of 450 raw images of nuclear containment damage. The training set was expanded from 400 to 7000 by data augmentation. Based on the results in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The best performance was obtained by using the fusion loss on the training dataset. It is demonstrated that the loss function of fusion loss outperforms other methods (e.g., BCE, Dice loss, and focal loss) in dealing with the dataset class imbalance problem.

(2) The precision, recall, F1, and mIoU of the MA_CrackNet network on the containment crack test dataset were 86.07%, 89.96%, 87.97%, and 89.19%, respectively. All of them are better than some advanced models (CrackU-net, DeepCrack, Attention U-Net, U-Net, SegNet, and Deeplabv3+).

To further verify the generalization of the proposed network, the proposed network was compared with the advanced network on the DeepCrack dataset (U-Net, Attention U-Net, CrackU-Net, DeepCrack, ECDFFNet, DMA-Net, and HACNet). Among all experimental methods, MA_CrackNet obtained the highest F1 and mIoU scores of 89.73% and 90.17%, respectively. The comparison experiments on two datasets show that the proposed network has better segmentation performance and stronger robustness for thin cracks in nuclear containment.

(3) In the process of quantitative crack calculation, the relative error range of crack length, area, maximum width, and average width is large, but the deviation is obviously smaller than that of the previous work. Moreover, the average relative error of the results in this paper is small, and the error ranges of the maximum crack and average crack are ~1 pixel to 1 pixel and ~0.64 pixel to 0.16 pixel, respectively. Translated into the actual distance, the maximum difference of the maximum width is only 0.16 mm, and the maximum difference of the average width is only 0.1 mm, both of which are within the acceptable range and meet the needs of the project.

In summary, the experimental results show that MA_CrackNet can effectively segment the cracks from the appearance image of the nuclear containment and reliably detect the length, area, maximum width, and mean width of the cracks, showing that it has considerable practical potential. However, there are still some limitations that must be addressed. In future studies, special attention should be paid to collecting more high-quality containment images to show more types of containment cracks and improve the
robustness of the proposed method. In the future, various defects such as spalling and corrosion can be automatically segmented and quantitatively analysed to evaluate the appearance of nuclear containment more comprehensively.
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